LIBERALISM  AND  THE  MONARCHY
«
. . . Liberty is a sacred thing; her place in the political world
is to me the same as that of the atmosphere in the physical " x ;
and again : "What is to be feared is not so much a revolution
as a bad and durable Government; a Government that has the
advantages neither of absolute power nor of free government,
that does not rid Liberty of her anxieties, her distempers, her
corruptions, but fails to give her strength, her energy, her
fertility: a Government that manages pettily our big affairs "2—
a true description of the Second Empire and a true expression
of a Liberal mind who faces the incompatibility of liberty with
the deceitful peace of absolutism and does not see in revolution
the worst of all dangers. What then was freedom in Tocque-
ville's eyes ? He implies it in a letter to Gobineau 3 when he
writes " the destiny of man, either as an individual or as a
nation, is whatever he wills to make it." To be free, then, is
to be left free to shape one's destiny. Not indeed in a selfish
manner: he frankly dreads " that cool reflection that induces
each citizen to become isolated from the mass and to draw
himself aside, that individualism which begins by drying up
the fountain of public virtues, then goes on ultimately to dry
up all others and to become absorbed into sheer egoism " 4—
anticipating thereby his agreement with his friend Odilon
Barrot when the latter wrote to him 5: " Our manners are on
an entirely individualistic basis, whereas our institutions need
a spirit of individual self-denial and of association."
Association as the basis of a freedom which is the antithesis
of selfish individualism—we are surely very far removed from
the official Liberalism of Guizot and its dread of associations as
coming between the State and the citizen and limiting the liberty
of both. Tocqueville's views on these were indeed a revolution
in his day, and are almost revolutionary now in " la France
une et indivisible." "Through association," he wrote, " private
citizens can create very wealthy, very powerful, very influential
1	(Evvres, viii., p. 374,
2	Unpublished papers in Marcel, Essai politiytte snr Tocqueville, p. 174.
See also d'Eichthal, Tocqueville et la Democratic libtrale.
* Marcel, op. at., p. 126.	4 (Euvres, Hi., p. 167.
6 In 1847 (Marcel, op. nt., p. 484).
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